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Abstract

Aims: The aims were to perform a literature review of the factors that impact upon dentist performance, to identify gaps in the literature, and to suggest areas of further research. Methods: A range of potential factors was identified from a previous review of factors influencing poor performance in medical doctors. Search terms relevant to these factors were devised and the Medline database was searched for relevant papers. Further papers were identified from the reference lists of those identified via Medline. Directors and senior managers of organisations involved in the management of dentists with performance concerns were contacted and provided details of reports, websites and other grey literature, relevant to the review. Results: The review suggested that there are increasing numbers of factors that have the potential to influence the performance of a dental practitioner. These include the gender ratio, ethnicity, and skill-mix of the dental workforce. Most dental schools in Europe are now accepting more females than males, and there are increasing numbers of dentists from the European Union (EU) and overseas working in the United Kingdom (UK). Other factors include health, changing working patterns, workload, and the environment. The quality of many of the studies reviewed was often rather poor. A wide range of areas for further research was identified. Conclusions: The findings from this work may be applicable to the global community of dentists and could contribute to the ongoing research programmes of international organisations. It would also be extremely useful if future studies could be undertaken in partnership with all organisations that collect information and data on poorly performing dentists.
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Introduction

(Background to the Literature Review)

The National Clinical Assessment Service (NCAS) works throughout the United Kingdom (UK) with healthcare organisations and individual practitioners to advise on handling concerns about the performance of dentists, doctors and pharmacists. The organisation serves to clarify these concerns, understand what is leading to them, and help those involved to resolve their concern or concerns.

NCAS also runs a programme of evaluation, research and development to support its initiatives and services. One such initiative has been the literature review described in this paper, which examines the factors that influence dentists’ performance.

Some clinicians are referred to NCAS after disciplinary action has been taken following complaints from patients. Others are referred by colleagues or employers who can see that the practitioner concerned has a problem, so as to try to resolve the problem before there is a patient complaint. By 31st March 2011, 640 dentists had been referred to NCAS over an eight-year period [1]

A preliminary assessment, which was informed by a previous review of factors underpinning poor performance in doctors [2] (not dentists), suggested that there were an increasing numbers of
factors that have the potential to influence the performance of a dental practitioner. These included the gender ratio, ethnicity, skill-mix and context of practice. Most dental schools in Europe are now graduating more females than males [3] and there are increasing numbers of dentists from the European Union (EU) and overseas working in the United Kingdom (UK). On 31st December 2009, just under 10,000 out of the 37,000 dentists registered to practise in the UK had qualified from dental schools outside the UK [4]. Of these, just under 6000 came from EU member states (97% came from 19 EU member states with, among others, 980 from Sweden, 849 from Poland, 344 from Romania, 202 from Hungary and 167 from Bulgaria) [4]. Other factors appeared to include health, changing working patterns, workload and the environment [2].

It is important to understand what is meant by “performance concerns”. NCAS defines the term as any aspects of a practitioner’s performance or conduct which:
- Pose a threat or potential threat to patient safety.
- Expose services to financial or other substantial risk.
- Undermine the reputation or efficiency of services in some significant way.
- Are outside acceptable practice guidelines and standards [1].

The literature review took place against this background.

The full literature review can be accessed from the Publications Section of the NCAS website www.ncas.npsa.nhs.uk/publications, under the heading “Evaluation, research and development”. This paper summaries the review.

Aims of the Review

The aims of the review were:
- To perform a literature review of the factors that impact upon dentists’ performance.
- To identify gaps in the literature, and suggest areas of further research.

Methodology

For the purposes of this review, the terms “dentist” or “clinician” include dental practitioners working in all areas of dentistry (private and public general practice, universities, hospitals, etc.), although as 90% of dentists in the UK work in general practice, the review focused primarily on this group.

In keeping with the scope of this review, the literature search was primarily focused on UK-based studies and reports. However, when gaps in the UK-based evidence were identified, attempts were made to find information from studies based outside the UK. Relevant studies were identified using PubMed Medline up to 30th June 2010, from references cited in the papers obtained from this database and from government and other reports, and grey literature.

In order to help identify such reports and grey literature and gain insights into performance problems that have occurred, directors, senior managers and clinicians from 12 UK organisations, that are involved when dentists have such problems, were contacted. These organisations included regulatory bodies, such as the General Dental Council, counselling associations, such as the British Dental Association’s Sick Dentists Scheme, dental indemnity insurance providers, dental health insurers, and other groups.

A previous literature review that considered factors influencing poor performance of (medical) doctors [2] suggested that the following factors were relevant. They were therefore investigated for dental practitioner performance and were:
1. A consideration of demographic factors.
2. The impact of health on performance.
3. Stress, burnout and other workplace related illnesses in dentistry.
4. Smoking, and the misuse of drugs and alcohol in dentistry.
5. Psychological factors related to performance.
6. The role of education and training.
7. The impact of work-related factors upon performance.
8. Leadership in National Health Service (NHS) dentistry.

The search terms that were used appear at the beginning of each subsection of the results.

It should be stressed that the review was not a systematic review. However, the search strategy outlined was designed to be comprehensive, and to allow for the selection of the most pertinent primary studies, reports and relevant review papers and a general assessment of their quality.
**Results**

Results are presented under the eight headings listed previously, along with recommendations for further research.

**A consideration of demographic factors**

The search terms used were:
- Demographics
- United Kingdom
- Ethnicity
- Gender
- Female dentists
- Performance of dentists
- Dentist gender and performance
- Dentist gender and poor performance
- Dentist gender and disciplinary measures
- Dentist gender and performance concerns
- Dentist age and performance concerns
- Dentist age and poor performance
- Overseas dentists and performance concerns
- Overseas dentists and poor performance
- Dental profession
- Communication skills
- Culture
- Statistics of dentists in the UK
- Gender differences
- Minority groups in dentistry
- Afro-Caribbean students in dentistry
- Black students/dentists

The proportion of female general practitioners (GDPs) is steadily growing in the UK, USA, and many parts of Europe [5-9]. Such changes have had a significant impact on working patterns of the dental workforce, as female dentists are more likely to work part-time than their male counterparts [7, 10, 11] and not all female dentists will return to dental practice after a career break [11]. This may have implications for the dentist in terms of productivity and workload [7, 10, 12]. However, conversely, this could also mean a better work-life balance, which could enhance clinical performance.

The literature demonstrates how in both verbal and non-verbal communication, men and women communicate differently [5, 13]. Furthermore, communication skills have been found to be superior in women, and this may lead to more effective interactions and relationships with patients [14].

The numbers of dentists originating from other EU member states and from overseas already registered and working with the NHS in the UK have increased significantly in the last 10 years [4, 8, 15]. One small study demonstrated how the UK general public is most likely to choose a white male as their dentist, but that there was only limited evidence to suggest that individuals matched their choice of dentist to their own ethnicity [6].

Areas for future research include investigating:
- The impact of gender upon clinical performance, due to the differences in working patterns in women and men, as well as the low numbers of female dentists that return to clinical practice after a break.
- How to improve the employment opportunities of female dentists, especially after a career break [7].
- What training courses could be implemented to support dentists in returning back to work after a career break?
- The different communication styles that exist between male and female dentists, particularly given the increasing influx of young female dentists into the profession [13].

**The impact of health on performance**

The search terms used were:
- Impairment
- Sick
- General health
- Occupational health
- Physical disabilities
- Dentists with HIV
- Dentists with hepatitis B
- Dentists with hepatitis C
- Dentists with tuberculosis

It is difficult to ascertain the numbers of dentists that are sick, but the data from various organisations suggest that the problems encountered by dentists are similar to doctors in terms of their behaviour, health problems [16-19] or reasons for referral to a support organisation [19, 20-24].

When compared to the UK population, obesity is considered a particular problem in dentistry [25, 26] and the prevalence of musculoskeletal complaints in dentists also appears to be high [27-29]. Back pain, neck, shoulder and hand/wrist complaints are a particular issue [27] and it was found that dentists sometimes experienced such high levels of physical pain that it limited their ability to work [26-29].

Infectious diseases are reported to be important health issues for dentists [30]. The management of a hepatitis B infected clinician is relatively straight-
forward in that there is clear guidance about fitness to perform certain exposure-prone procedures [31,32]. However, the situation for the HIV-infected dentist is less clear [33-38]. Finally, it is suggested that dentists with a high professional burnout risk report health problems to a greater extent than dentists with a low burnout risk [39].

Areas for future research include:
- Investigating the incidence and prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders in dentists.
- An in-depth analysis of the psychosocial factors and coping strategies involved in the occurrence and persistence of illnesses.
- Undertaking qualitative studies to investigate the prevalence of physical illness, especially neoplastic disease, in dentists and how this impacts upon clinical performance.
- Examining the impact of diseases such as tuberculosis, hepatitis C and sexually transmitted diseases (other than HIV) upon clinical performance.
- Investigating cognitive impairment; its relevance to clinical practice and methods of assessment.

Stress, burnout and other workplace-related illnesses in dentistry
The search terms used were:
- Stress
- Stressed
- Job demands
- Burnout
- Stress management
- Workload
- Depression
- Suicide
- Dentist stress and performance

Numerous papers have reported high levels of workplace stress, burnout and other “work-related” mental illness in dentists both in the UK and abroad [16,26,28,29, 39,40-48]. There also appears to be an emerging link between such factors and alcohol and/or drug misuse [26,28,29,39].

Numerous sources of stress are reported in the literature [26,28,29,41-48], beginning as early as dental school and vocational training (internship in the year after graduation) [49,50-54]. A nationwide cross-sectional survey of 2441 GDPs in the UK demonstrated that factors in the dental surgery contributed to nearly half of the overall stress in a GDP’s life, especially fragility of dentist–patient relationship, time and scheduling pressures, staff and technical problems, job dissatisfaction, proportion of work performed under NHS contract and number of hours worked per week [26]. Dentists may be embarrassed by the thought of seeking professional help, due to the challenges of stigma and the dynamics of their professional role, which can further compromise performance [16,54,55].

Clinical disorders such as burnout and depression may develop as a result of chronic long-term occupational stress [56-65]. The literature reveals that depressive disorders are observed frequently in dentists [26,28,29,44,46,48,49,52,54]. It is also reported that, as a profession, dentists show high rates of suicide, providing some objective evidence of high levels of psychological distress [66,67].

Areas for future research include investigating:
- Causes of stress, burnout and depression in dental practitioners working in all clinical settings [26,68,69].
- The impact of stress upon performance through longitudinal studies, as well as physiological measures (e.g., 24-hour blood-pressure monitoring) and biological measures (e.g., salivary cortisol) [26].
- Relationship between alcohol abuse and stress [26].
- Pressures faced by new graduates [51].
- Coping strategies for stress and the role of personal attributes in the relationship between working conditions and levels of engagement [68].
- Monitoring levels of burnout risk [69].
- Gender-related differences in dentist burnout [70].
- Depressive disorders and the possible association with suicide [71].
- Incidence rates and prevention of suicides in dentists [71].

Smoking and drug and alcohol misuse in dentistry
The search terms used were:
- Drug, substance misuse
- Smoking
- Alcoholism in dentistry
- Workload
- Alcohol consumption
- Drug use
- Dentist alcohol misuse and performance
- Dentist drug misuse and performance
Prevalence studies seem to demonstrate relatively high rates of alcohol and substance misuse amongst dentists [26,28,29,39], especially younger dentists and dental students [26,72-76].

Dental students appear to be drinking above the recommended levels of alcohol at university and often engage in “binge drinking” activities [74,76]. Health and wellbeing studies have also demonstrated significant levels of alcohol consumption in GDPs, often strongly correlated to feelings of stress [26,28,29,39].

Despite these findings, there is little evidence from the prevalence data to suggest that dentists are at a greater risk of developing alcohol or other drug-use problems than the general population [77,78].

Generally, dentists appear to be smoking less than the equivalent cohort (age, gender) in the general population [49,79], and the reduction in the numbers of dentists smoking mirrors the reduction in the general population [74,80,81]. Low numbers of dentists appear to be smoking after they have been qualified for two years [26,28,39].

Areas for future research include:
- The prevalence of alcohol and drug misuse among dentists and dental care professionals.
- The factors that cause or sustain alcohol and drug misuse, and the impact upon clinical performance and patient care.
- The relative risks of developing addiction problems.
- The process and implementation of specialised services.
- The impact of education and specialised programmes in managing addiction.
- Attitudes to drug and alcohol testing in educational establishments and in the workplace linked to treatment and rehabilitation programmes.

Psychological factors related to performance
The search terms used were:
Culture
Psychological factors
Performance of dentists
Personality
Values
Interpersonal skills
Behavioural issues
Workload
Personal attributes

Job satisfaction
Dentist clinical errors

The literature demonstrated that there are potentially fundamental ways in which personality and other individual characteristics can affect the performance of dentists [19,82-87].

Dentists’ attitudes can impact upon their ability to complete a task to a pre-determined standard, both in a positive and negative sense [58,82,88-90]. Similarly, core values can have a significant impact upon performance, both as an individual dentist and within the dental team. In particular, the way that individuals behave will vary according to the nature and strength of their basic core values. When this is extended to the dental practice, a practice with defined and known core values will be more successful [91]. Such benefits may indirectly impact upon the performance of a dentist.

High levels of work engagement are deemed to improve productivity and efficacy of the dental team [92,93]. Engaged employees have been described as dynamic, and see themselves as fully able to manage the demands of their job [94].

The literature indicates clearly how a person with a high level of job satisfaction may invariably hold positive attitudes towards their job, whereas a person who is dissatisfied may hold negative attitudes about their job [92]. Job satisfaction has been reported to be a factor that impacts upon productivity, staff turnover and absenteeism, and could also be related to stress and burnout [95,96].

Areas for future research include:
- Assessing changes in dentists’ personality traits at different career stages.
- Using personality profiling to develop interventional strategies and career advice programmes.

The role of education and training
The search terms used were:
Academic
Dentistry
Dental education
Undergraduate dental education
Postgraduate dental education
Continuing professional development in the UK
Statistics of dentists migrating to the UK
Dentists with special interests
Dental students
Post-qualification training
Vocational training
Foundation training
Place of qualification
Complaints in dentistry

Undergraduate and postgraduate education appears to have a fundamental role in the performance of future dental professionals [5,13,97-107]. It appears that the country of qualification does impact upon dental performance, in that a distinct lack of uniformity of the curricula in dental schools across EU member states [106], and other countries can mean that dentists graduating from these countries may possess varying clinical skills, knowledge, attitudes and may thus demonstrate different working patterns [106,107].

Vocational and dental foundation training schemes (internships) may play a vital role in the development of the dental graduate, immediately post-qualification [108,109]. Dental foundation training programmes, in particular, provide trainees with a wider range of opportunities to develop their communication, team-working, and clinical and management skills, when compared to stand-alone posts in each service within the NHS [99,110].

Lifelong learning, continuing professional development and the availability of postgraduate qualifications appear to be very important in enhancing and updating the professional skills of practising dentists [101,111,112]. For dentists, the ability to expand and develop their careers is considered very important. This is both in terms of long-term job satisfaction, and in the prevention of burnout [113].

It has been highlighted that only a small proportion of dental practitioners attend retraining courses after a career break [11,112]. This may impact upon the quality of care delivered, but it is difficult to ascertain to what extent.

Areas for future research include investigating:

- How to support and induct dental practitioners qualifying outside the UK to working in the UK.
- The role and benefits of the dental foundation training programmes.
- The uptake, impact and learning outcomes of CPD among dentists [114].
- The uptake, impact, perceived benefits and learning outcomes of competency frameworks for dentists with special interests.

The impact of work-related factors upon performance

The search terms used were:

- Communication skills
- Complaints
- Patients
- Dental workforce
- Relationship with the dental team
- Competence
- Team work
- Work environment
- Performance of dentists
- Dental performance and outcome measures
- Dentist performance and outcome measures
- Disciplinary measures and dentists
- Disciplinary measures and dentistry
- Dentists and censure
- Complaints in dentistry
- Dentist clinical mistakes
- Dentist appointment times
- Management skills
- Dental practice
- The role of a dentist
- Job satisfaction
- Working patterns in dentistry
- Dental private practice
- NHS dental practice
- Private dental practice
- Public dental practice
- Contractual arrangements in dentistry
- Dental care professionals
- Patient satisfaction
- Leadership
- Organisational behaviour in dentistry
- Retention of dental workforce
- Organisational culture in dentistry
- Environment in dental practice
- Culture in dentistry
- Dental materials and equipment
- Staff turnover in dental practice
- Facilities in dental practice
- Dental body corporate
- Recruitment of dentists
- Dentist’s experience

In dentistry, the quality of clinical performance appears to be strongly related to the ability to respond to change. This may be manifested in a variety of ways, including the ability to deliver different treatments appropriate to changing oral health needs, undertaking new governance procedures in line with emerging regulations, or participating in continued learning and self-development [115]. An inability to undertake such tasks and respond to change may result in poor performance. This has been demonstrated at a national level through the implementation of the new NHS con-
tract in 2006 in England and Wales [96,116-118], which has been linked to a reduction in levels of job satisfaction among GDPs [119]. Although there is no evidence to suggest a likely association between the 2006 contractual changes and poor clinical performance, it is clear that such a transition could inevitably impact upon job satisfaction and the quality of clinical work undertaken, both potentially directly contributing to poor performance [115-123]. In addition, these challenges and additional workload contribute to stress, anxiety and burnout [26,28,39,69].

Professional networks, both formal and informal, were seen to have a major influence over the performance of dentists [124,125]. Dental practitioners who did not belong to any network and were professionally isolated lacked support mechanisms that could compromise performance [124]. Thus networks can provide a preventive help mechanism for dentists who are having problems.

Career development is an important factor in the prevention of burnout, and is thus an important consideration [113]. Job satisfaction, another variable in stress and burnout, was also shown to vary according to clinical setting [26,28,39,69].

The concept of dental care being delivered by a multi-skilled team and the importance of team working are fully acknowledged in the dental literature [126-131]. Effective team working will indirectly impact upon the performance of a dentist, principally due to a reduced workload [132-134], and the benefits of reduced stress and burnout from a more efficient work environment [129].

Areas for future research include investigating:
• The drivers behind the different attitudes to self-development in different clinical settings.
• The association between organisational culture and the performance of dentists
• Team work and the deployment of the full range of skill-mix within the dental team [135].

Leadership in NHS dentistry
The search terms used were:
Leadership
Team work
The role of a dentist

Strong clinical leadership in NHS dentistry is viewed as paramount. It needs to be promoted actively, and included in other NHS leadership initiatives, as well as in local engagement at primary care organisation level. It was identified that the individual dental practitioner can play a role in driving change and influencing policy, but this is not widely undertaken [121].

NHS dentistry has undergone significant structural and contractual change in the last few years and is about to undergo a further change [136].

The House of Commons Health Select Committee [123] and Department of Health [119] reports produced subsequent to the 2006 contractual changes highlighted a lack of dental leadership at Strategic Health Authority (SHA) (regional) and Primary Care Trust (PCT) (local) level as a strong causative factor for some of the challenges experienced during the transitional stages [137].

At a more local level, leadership within the dental team is vital [138]. The productivity, level of satisfaction and clinical performance of the dental team were identified as being strongly influenced by the dentist [129,139]. Gender and age were also identified as playing an important role in leadership and the relationships developed between the dentist and dental nurse [5,13].

It was found that male and female dentists differ in their leadership style [5,13], and younger dentists, with less experience of clinical dentistry, may lack experience in staff management [5,119].

Areas for future research include investigating:
The dentist’s wider leadership role, beyond clinical practice. Future research could investigate how dentists, as individuals and as a profession, could play a greater role in informing policy nationally.

The differences between the leadership skills of a dental team leader, and the leadership skills required to run a business.

The long term impact of leadership development programmes for dental students

Students’ perceptions of the importance of leadership abilities and/or their interest in developing leadership skills during dental school, to inform the design of leadership development programmes [98].

Discussion
This was not a systematic review, so the intention was not to report on every study examining these questions. However, the search strategy outlined was designed to be comprehensive, and to allow for the selection of the most pertinent primary studies and relevant review papers. The directors and senior managers who were contacted helped to identify a wide range of reports and other documents which can be classed as grey literature (they do not appear in databases such as Medline).

The review concentrated on the UK. A number of the factors, such as the recent contractual changes for dentistry in the NHS, are specific to England and Wales. Nevertheless, there are contractual changes in all countries and most of the factors that were investigated may well be common to dentists in many other countries. The findings are highly relevant to the 10,000 dentists who graduated outside the UK but are currently registered to work in the UK and to dentists from overseas who are considering working in the UK.

A general observation, applicable to many subject areas, is that there is a lack of solid scientific evidence to demonstrate definitively associations or findings upon which robust conclusions can be based. The principal limitations of this review into the performance of dentists are due to the constraints of self-reported questionnaires and use of studies that are opinion or experience based, of which there are many. The factors causing poor performance are not amenable to assessment in randomised controlled trials. Furthermore, the vast majority of workplace-related illness studies involve small numbers and are cross-sectional, self-reported, with variable or uncertain participation rates, and are thus potentially prone to bias.

Generalisation can also be a problem in small studies which may not have obtained a representative sample, or when there is a lack of uniformity of methodologies and definitions of usage. This is certainly the case in the UK, where there are few studies that are based in, or include, Northern Ireland or Scotland. Similarly, conclusions made on studies based on other professional groups, such as doctors, may not in all cases be fully applicable to dentists. Thus the quality of the research reported in the majority of papers that were reviewed may be questionable.

A number of areas for further research, in a variety of domains, were identified. Research undertaken on other health care professionals could serve as a foundation to future work in dentistry. Issues may be highlighted which are applicable and relevant for dentistry. They could identify specific areas where gaps exist and demonstrate a tested methodology to investigate the areas concerned.

Where possible, high-quality prospective longitudinal studies would take account of reverse causation, and develop more robust associations between chronology and causality. The use of more objective measures in the self-reported questionnaire might also be useful.

As mentioned previously, contacts with directors and managers of organisation who are involved when dentists have performance problems generated significant volumes of information and data. These are currently being simultaneously collected and collated by individual organisations including the General Dental Council, Dental Complaints Service, NCAS, NHS Dental Services, Deaneries, Professional Indemnity Societies. Pooling this information could help to generate an understanding of the magnitude of the problem, and might also reveal the source of the problems; namely, understanding why dentists perform poorly and what can be done to remediate this?

These organisations are thus in a strong position to develop a portfolio of research on a variety of factors. Such studies will require an initial investment of research funds, but have the potential both to improve outcomes within the dental workforce, and to inform policy.

Conclusion
This review has provided a comprehensive summary of work already undertaken on poor performance in dentistry, or in similar fields such as medicine, as well as identifying any additional contributing factors. Alongside this, areas for further research, in a variety of domains, have been identified.
The review reflects both current and future trends, and incorporates information from the UK, as well as countries such as the USA and EU member states. It has brought together information from a wide range of sources, and has considered the findings from published primary studies, previous reviews, policy statements, grey literature and the opinions of a wide range of experts.

The findings from this work are also applicable to the global community of dentists, and could contribute to the ongoing research programmes of international organisations. It would be extremely useful if future studies could be undertaken in partnership with such organisations.
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